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During the 1960s and 1970s there were few, if any, countries which did not attempt radically to reform school mathematics curricula. This reform movement can, indeed, be viewed as the greatest experiment ever to take place within mathematics education. Of course, it was not conducted upon classical research lines: there were, in general, no control groups, hypotheses were often implicit, and evaluation, when it did take place, was frequently carried out in a haphazard manner. In the mid 1970s the curriculum development boom was to end almost as rapidly as it had begun.

What are the lessons to be learned from these two decades of frenzied activity? How can success be attained and mistakes avoided in the future? What, indeed, is the future for curriculum development?

These are key questions which mathematics educators everywhere must answer. We hope that this book will help them in their task. What we have attempted to do is to set curriculum development in mathematics in both a historical and a more general social and educational context. We have sought not only to give a descriptive account of developmental work, but also to go beyond mere description in an attempt to provide a theoretical base for criticism and analysis.

We hope that the book will prove of interest and value to all those engaged in mathematics education, for everyone should be aware of his responsibilities so far as development is concerned.

The exercises form a special feature of the book. They are intended primarily to assist those who wish to use the book in conjunction with post-graduate, in-service or other courses. However, they do form an integral part of the text and we hope that all readers will pay due attention to them. The problems posed cannot be readily solved. Most,
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however, can be interpreted at a variety of levels; many may well form the starting point for discussion, further reading, dissertations, theses or general research work. All should help the reader to appreciate more clearly the complexity of the task in which we are engaged.

We have had much help and encouragement during the writing of this text from a variety of sources; in particular, our spouses, colleagues and students. We are indebted and grateful to them all.
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